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Abstract
This ;,lud:- was ulIlkrlakcll lo ddermine tht" characteri:;.tics of ~1l0W avalanches most likt"ly 10 IraH~1 {'xecs~i\(· dislarU'c~ acro;,;, 101'0angle run()ut ~ont"s and perhaps onto opposite ,;lope5. "Exee55ive" travel attained by ~now avalanches i;, relal(>d to 1m' equivalt"nl
uwffieients of friction and large snow yolume. In thi~ 5tudy. wet-sno\,' anllanchf.'S Iran'ling down d('cply inci~('(L "hoek.(»-~tick profile" a\alanche paths exhibited exce~si\-e trayel. The equiHllent coeffi('ient~ or rrielion eal('ulaled i()r tlws(' a\alandw.', Wl're .~iJllilar
lo lhos(> dekrmineo for far-traveling avalanches elsewhere. Conditions in the runoul zone i.llso ailed eVTS;, lra\d. hC('all~(~ carll'
;,ut'r'c;,;,ional vegetation i" 1<","," likt"ly to imp<"d<" continued avalanche trayeilhan a malure forest em·jronmenl. Lurgc-\olurnc avala(U'Il!';,
product'lrJl'> coefficients or rrinion resulting in excessive travel into the low-angle portions or the runoul mnc>' wlwrt' ('ro~ion i~
possihlt,. Land-u,;,e planner:;. can utilize these obsen'ation,; in identil~'in,g parlicularl) hazardous ~ilc;,.

Introduction
l\lass movements of smnv, rock_ or weathered surficial debris occasionally now excessive distances
aeross the landseapt', owing to low coefficients of
friction and largf' volumes. In the context of snow
avalanches, ""excessive" distance can be considereu
either from a planning- perspective, i.t'., in excess
of the 100-year avalanche runout zone (lves et al.
1976); or in a physically based context, i.e., in excess of normal travel distanees given certain It'rrain parameters (Tzumi 1988, Yamada 1989). The
latter approach has also been applied in studit>s
of rockfall-avalanches (sturzstroms) (HsU 1975.
Eisbacher 1979) and volcanic debris flO'ws (lahars)
(\aranjo and Francis 1987). The distances travf'lf'd by such mass movements "ITf' indicative of the
fundamental physieal proeesses operating on. and
influenced by, the landseape.
Snow avalanches in subalpine terrain typically
occur within ·well-delineated paths which pass vertically through the surrounding forested environmt>tlt, producing distinct swaths of non-forested,
supple vegetation (Malanson and Butler 1984,

1986: Butler 1989a: Ersehbamer 1989). The
transverse and longitudinal boundaries of these
a\'alanche paths mark the zone within which the
geomorphic innuf'ncf' of a snow avalanche is typically confined. However. infi'equent high-magnitude
SllO'W avalanches can extend beyond thl-' longitudinal and transverse margins of the path and into
the surrounding forest, uprooting trees and introlCurr<"nt address: DepaItnwllt of CA'ography. University of Korth
Carolina. Chapel Hill, J\OIth Carolina 27599-3220

ducing sediment into the slope debris cascade
(Butler 1989a, Butler and ~hlanson 1990). Because these infrf'quent, spatially extensive
avalanches arf' erosionally active in normally unaffected portions of paths, an understanding of the
type and characteristics of avalanehes whieh travel
exct'ssive distances is important from hoth a geomorphic and planning perspective.
The purposes of this paper are to: 1) examine
the tclTain and avalanehe characleristies assoeialt'd
with historical eases of snow avalanches which possessed large volumes, 10'\·\" coefficients of friction,
and therefore excessive travel distances in a portion of the northern Rocky IVlountains of Montana.
L.S.A.; and 2) describe historical cases in which
no excessive travel occurred. V/e compare our
results with those from studies in other mountain
t'fl\.·ironments with generally similar avalanche
dimates.

Background
Excessive travel distanee by a SHo-W avalanche is
a function of a number of faetors: type of avalaJ1(~he, snow eonditions, vegetation encountered
along the avalanche lrack and in thf' run out-zone,
climate, terrain relid, and morphology of the avalanche path (Mears 1979, 1981). It has been held
that ·wet-snO-IN avalanches and avalanches comprising large blocks derived from the fraeture of a hard,
dry snow slab develop large internal frictional
forces among the moving blocks, the avalanche,
and the path surface C\'lears 1984, p. 82). Thesf'
large frictional forces cause rapid deceleration in
l\orthwest Science, Vol. 66. :\0. 2. 1992
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the runout zone and relatively short runout distances. Conversely. dry-snow powder avalanches
entrain air. become partly fluidized into diffuse
aerosols, and possess small inkrnal frictional
forces. resulting in dispersal of the avalanche deposit over long distances at the base of the slope.
Deceleration and reduced dispersal may result
from encountering wet or hlocky snow in the travel
palh, or from interacting with large trees and
understory vegetation which dissipate energy
quickly (\lean; 1984).

rvIears (19B8) also pointed out a basic problem with physical models for calculating avalanche
runout distance: they arf' dependent on the use of
a friction-term value (the coefficient of friction)
·which varies ·with terrain and snOlN type, and which
have not been measured. The values for the coefficient of friction arc typically estimated, based on
the f'xperience of the user. Commonly used values
range from 0.1 to 0.5 (Buser and Frutiger 1980.
Pf'rla f'l af. 1980).
In thc statistical models developed by others
and discussed and used by Mears (1988 p. 233,
1989 p. 284) and McClung el af. (1989), the vertical rclid of the avalanche path (H), has been identified as an imporlant conI rolling variable (Figure
1). Hm\'ever. because a snow avalanche is noL always initiated at the top of the avalanche path, but
at some lower elevation. it is more useful to define
H as the \ ertical relief from the top of the breakaway scar. This redefinition of H was earlier em-

Recently, Martinelli (1986), Izumi (1988),
Mears (1988, 1989), and ~IcClung et al. (1989)
have reviewed empirical snmv-avalanche runout
models based on analysis of terrain variables. particularly those developed by personnel at the Norwegian Geokehnieal Im;titute. Mears 1I98S. 1989)
and McClung et al. (1989) examined data on
runout distances from four different geographic
areas, and demonstrated that thf' :\orwegian approach is not applicable to many of the climates
and terrains that produce avalanches in North
America. They concluded that the statistical runout
equations developed in one mountain area should
not be applied to other areas.

STARTING

ployed by Hsii (1975). Eisbacher (1979), and
Naranjo and Francis (1987) in their examination
of excessive travel distances of sturzstroms and
lahars. This approach has also been used in Japanese (Izumi 1988: Yamada 1989) and Norwegian
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RUNOUT ZONE
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in !exl. H, height: L, length:

(Lif'd and Bakkehe)i 1980) studies of snowavalanche excessive travel distances.

avalanches in Izumi's sample traveled excessive
distances, ranging from 100 to 1,800 m.

Glenne (1986) and Izumi (1988) defined H as
"the vertical avalanrhe fall height," rather than as
the total relief of the avalanche path, and L as the
horizontal reach of the avalanche (Figurf' 1). W'ith
these variables, they subsequently calculated the
equivalent coefficient of friction (IL) as:

In revif'w, two aspt>cts of the work on avalanche
distances nccd to be reiterated. First, the concept
of "excessive distance" is very important. Mears
(1989) referred to "maximum rl1nollt distan(£' of
a "design avalanche." His calculation of a runout
ratio expressed the eoncept of exeessive distance,
and McClung and Lied (1987) and McClung el al.
(1989) hav!" shown how this concept can be used
in a predictive method. HsU (197.5) and Izumi
(1988) specified a precise definition of "exc~ssivt''"
as in excess of an expected distanee, -which itself
needs fUl1her consideration. For ~lears' (1989) formula for runout ratio (RR). it is necessary to measure the horizontal component of path If'ngth above
and below a 10° slope angle on the path (10° being the presumed angle below which retardation
of snow motion occurs; Lied and BakkeheJi 1980).
Tn Hs(j's (197.5) formula (equation 2), excess length
is the total actual length minus the expected length,
'which in turn is equal to the horizontal length defined by a straight Iinf' of 32° slope originatin~ at
the top of the slide. It should be noted that the process of locating either of these tang~nts to tht' slope
may produce error or bias depending on the scale
of the source material, whether topographic maps,
aerial photographs, or digital elevation models
(Walsh et al. 1987).

I' ~ H/L.

(I)

ExcessiY(_~

travel distance (I.e), defined by Hs-U
(1975, p. 138) as "the horizontal displacement of
the tip ... llf'yond the distance one ex peets from
a frictional slide dmvn an incline -with a normal
coerricient of friction of tan 32° (0.62)," may be
expressed as:
I.e = L - Hltan 32°.

(2)

Th~

32° angle, typically utilized In sturzstrom
work, has also been experimentally confirmed by
japanese workers for use with snow avalanches
(Izumi 1988).
lzumi (1988) utilized Hs-U's (1975) definition
ill a modified form, referring to an "unlubrieated
slide mass" rather than a ·'frictional slide:' Although Izumi used the term ·'slidf' mass," it is assumed that avalanche motion is not necessarily a
sliding one, but in all likelihood a turbulent flow
(a point emphasized by Glenne. 1986). Izumi illustrated an inverse relationship betwef'll avalandw
volume and equivalent coefficient of friction, and
a direct relationship between volume and excessive travel distancf'.
Izumi's (1988) results from the study of both
wet- and dry-snow avalanches in the maritime
mountains of Japan therefore illustrated relationships similar to those from sturzstrom and debris
avalanche studies: mass-mOVf'ments having greater
volumes tended to exhibit lo-wer equivalent coefficients of friction, and -were more likely to travel
long distances. Slab avalanches of dry snow had
the lowest coefficients of friction in Izumi's study,
and as a group thf' slab avalanches also had the
gTeatest excessive travel distances. Full depth, dry
powdf'r avalanches had intermediate coefficients
of friction generally in the range of 0.4 to 0.6; and
full depth, -wet-snow avalanchf's had the highest
IL values, ranging from 0.4 in one case to the more
typical 0.6 to 0.8 range. Excessive travel distance
for the dry, full-depth avalanches was limited. typically less than 200 m. Only one wet snow avalanche achieved excessive travel distance. All slab

Both definitions embody valuable concepts. In
Mears (1989) we find that the excessive distanee
is a function of the length of a runout zone relative
to an upper path or slide zone. For Hs-U (1975).
the distinction hetwf'en the two i" less arbitrary.
with the 32° fi~ure being based on observational
and experimental results for sturzstroms, which
may be cautiously applied to snow avalanches.
Izumi's (1988) "equivalent coeffieient of friction"
has value as an easily calculated index not requiring overly precise (i.e., larger than 1:24,OOO-seale)
topographic maps or time-consuming field data collection.
Other factors influencing excessive runout are
the topographic features of the path itself and the
terrain in which the path is located. Runout distance is not affect~d by conditions in thc starting
zone, for either a dr~y or wet-snm·\" avalanche, on
unconfined avalanche paths. The angular transition between track and runout zone is signifjeant
for identifying paths 'with the potential for extremely
long runout distances (Martinelli 1986, p. 30).
Avalanche paths hm·ing linear or slightly concave
Excessi\·e Travel by Snow Avalanches
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tracks with abrupt transitions (at point L3 on Figure 1) to nearly flat runout zoncs have been callcd
"hockey-stick paths" by Martinelli (1986), and
avalanches on such paths have t~nded to run "unusuaUy long distances."' The transverse profile
across an avalanche path is an important morphological variable that has not been incorporated into
mathematical runout models, and should be. On
confined (channelized) avalanche paths, released
snow is forced through a confined track. therefore
increasing velocity and making runout distance dependent on the size of the starting zon~, i.e., making runout distance dependent on snow volume
("leal's 1979). A recent papf'r by l\icoletti and
Sorriso-Valvo (1991) illustralf'S h()"w transve;'se
morphologic controls can be incorporated into computations of runout distance for rock avalanche,
and offers promise for similar applications in snowavalanche runout prediction.

The Study Area
Glacier National Park (GNP) is located in northwestern Montana, U.S.A .. astride the continental
divide. The 'western half of GNP (Figure 2) has a
modified Pacific maritime climate with relatively
mild temperatures and heavy, wet sno'wfaU. East
of the divide, 'winters are much colder and windier,
and snowfall tends to be drier and light. Pleistocene glaciation produced a steep landscape prone
to sno'w avalanches, and Butler and Malanson
(198.5a) and Butler (1986a) have illustrated the
gf'ographically-widespread occurrences of ava-

'Figure 2. Location of historical MIOW llvllianchp;, di;,cussed in
the text. 1. Goat Lick 1979 (tnd 1982 ayalalldH"~.
2. Shed 7. 3, 1\-1L. Henkel. ·1, JO;'~'Jlhine r .akf'. ,'l.
Kintla ].ake.
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lanches in CNP, the types of avalanches that occur, and the climatic eomlitions that produce them.
Slab and point avalanche~ of ·wet and dry powder
snow have he~n reported from both sides of the
continental divide.

Analysis
Six eases (Figure 2) of snow avalanches of known
typc. and with knO"wn initiation and termination elevation", are availahle in published and archival
literature from GNP (Anonymous 1(:)1,6, Tlungry
Hor.~e Ne~L's 1975, Panebaker 1982, Martirwlli
1981, ·Williams and Armstrong 1984, Butler and
lVlalanson 1985b. Frauson 1(79), Data on the
volume" of these avalanche deposits were not measured, but can in some ca.";f's be reconstructed from
the areal extent of avalanche depo~its visible on
photos, in comhination ·with depth e~timates deriyed from evidence of vegetation damage along
palh margins.
For each of the six historic cases, Jl·was calculated by subtracting the lowest elevation of the avalanchf' depo~it from the highest known starting
elevation. L \\ as eakulakd by mapping the location of the snow failure zone and the avalandw deposit on LS.G.S. 1: 24,OOO-scale topographic
maps and measuring the horizontal distance down
the center of the path between the upper and lower
elevations. Distancf' measurements are therefore
considered accurate to within 20 m. The equivalent coefficient of friction for each case was calculated using eq uation 1 (Table 1). Lc 'was calcu latcd
for each case using equation 2. By comparing Le
to fl, we examine the It'ngth of an avalanche in
terms of its aVf'rage slope and a slope of 32°. For
100\Cr average slopes, i.e .. lm\'er coefficients of frietion, the distance in excess of a 32° run wi!! be
greater for a given path length.
Tahle I also providf's information on avalanche
characteristics and path terrain. The typf' of avalanche is recorded for each example. Volume of
the sn()l.V d~posited in the run out zone wa~ estimated in the cases of the Goal Lick (1979 and
1(82) and Shed Seven avalanches by mapping the
areal extent apparent on photographs in Panehaker
(1982), Martinelli (1984), and V?illiams and Armstrong (J (84); and by estimating sno\\ depth either from tht' known height of objects in the
photographs, or from the height of vegetation in
the nmout zonc (Butler and Malanson 1985b). Terrain eondition~ and type of vegetation within each
avalanche path's track and funout zone were examined in the field (Figures 3, 4) for all but the

T,\BI.F: 1. Calculalion of equivalent coefficient offriClion ,ind e).cessivc lrun,,1 disl,illce for six snow anlianehes. Glacier l\ationul Purk

Y'

Path J\amf'

H

L

H!L

L,

Type Asalanche

Goul Lil'k 1979

2.fi7

975.4

2529.8

.38fi

9fi9.0

\'i;'et snnw ill skt'jl, narro\\ gully

Goul Lit'k 1982

1.27

1127.8

2:')29.8

.44fi

877,6

Wet

Shed 7 1979

0.86

737.6

1724.6

.428

544.1

W'd snow in sleep. narrow gully

]\.It. Hf'nkel 1979

n.a.

1036.2

2377.4

.436

719.0

'Vet

Jo~{'phine

I1.U.

646.2

731.5

.883

-310.8

f)ry powder with wind

n.'\'

1.544,.5

22.55.5

.685

-235.6

Dry powder with wind Ie steep. narrow gully

I.uke 1975

Kinlla r .ake 1<)46

SIlOW

~now

ill

~kt'p,

narrow gull)

(with wind?) in steep, narro\\ gull)
Oil

opel!

slop~'

'Volume. ie lO'-m J •
n.a .. not ayuilable.

Figure 3. Inner zone of steeply plunging Goal Lick avalanche path.
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gully and low. h(~rbm'ciolJs vq:;elation (arrow). Furthest reaches oj
in foreground. ::'\ote the snowshed covering the railroad tracks.

Figtlfl' 4. Sfwd , avalanche path, with deeply incised central

thc rlliloul

;lOIlC

Kintla Lake case, which was sLudied using acrial
photographs and a topographic map. Factors particularly affecting the potential for excessive runout
'H~rc the degree of incision (if any) of a central
channel running longitudinally dO\\'11 the path (the
""innf'r zone"), the longitudinal profile of the path
C~ensu Martinelli 1986), and the character ofvegetaLion present, categorized as: inner zone, of
primarily herbaceous vegetation such as lJrtica dioica; flanking zone, of Oexible deciduous trees such
as A lnn.s sinuata, Acer glabmrn, and Populus
tnwlllioides: and outer zone, of more widely scattered trees and shrubs such as Amelanchier alnifolia (l\lalanson and Butler 1984, 1986).

Results
Each of the snow-avalanche paths examined has
a "hoekey-stick path profile" Cvlartinelli 1(86), a
stf'eply plunging upper track with a pronounced
break in slopf' leading to the low-angle runout zone.
Of the six cases examined (Table 1), four
avalanches possessf'd relatively low equivalent
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coefficients of friction « 0.5) compared 10 1hose
avalanches in this study and Izumi's (1988) which
did not travel excess distances. The four a\,alanches
with lower equivalent coefficients of friction attained excessi\'e travel distances of 544-969 m.
Volumes exceeded 85,000 (0.8S x 105) m 3 in 1he
three ca';;f'S for which reeonstruetion of depositional
volume was possible.
These data comparf' fm'orably with Izumi's

(1988) results. He illustrated that avalanches larger
Lhan 1 x 10 5 m 3 experienced excessive travel distance. HO\\'ever. all such avalanches in his samplf' Wf'rf' slab avalanehes of drv sno'w. The
wct-snow avalanches he f'xamined rarely exceeded
0.3 x 10 5 m3 in volume. and thus uniformly high
equivalent coeflicients of friction (> 0.58 in all
bUL onf' case) and did not CxpCl'lence exceSSlve
travel.
In contrast to Izumi's (1988) findings. all
avalanches in our study which possessed low coefIicif'nls of friction and cxcessivc travel distance wen"
wet-snO'.v avalanchf's. The Glacier Park wet-snow

avalanches occurred in df'eply-incised, steeply
plunging paths with well-defined inner zones of low
herbaceous vegetation (Figure :3). These conditions
apparently precluded significant erwrgy dissipation
along the latf'ral margins of flm\', so that the lo\\'
friction and continued high energy levels favored
excessivf' travel in the runout zone. A similar conclusion for rock avalanches was recently reported
by Nicoletti and Sorriso-Valvo (1991).
The transverse shape of an avalanche path also
seems to he important. A dry-snow avalanche ineorporating- air can ha\'e considerahle depth so the
rf'lative proportion of the avalanche contacting the
ground will be smalL e\'en on a nat slope. In wetsno\\' avalanchf's, hOWf'VeI'. this ratio of volume to
contact 'will be low unless the Jl{)\\ is channelized
by local terrain features.
Conditions in the runout zone in each case of
travel aL",o favored continued movemcnt.
In the two Goat Lick avalanches, the snow discharged onto the floodplain of the Middle Fork of
the Flathead RiveI'. where vegetation is sparse to
non-existent. Dlf' Shed 7 avalanche encountered
young conifers where power line maintenance had
removed the mature vegetation (Fig-ure 4); and tIlt'
IVIt. Henkel avalandlt' debouched into a post-fire
successional grove of young aspen (PopuLus
IrpmuLoides).
excessi\'f~

The two a\'alanchf's which did not experience
excessive travel had high equivalent codficients of
friction (Table 1), in the same rangc as those
described by Izumi (1988) which did not undergo
excessive travcl. Both our cases invohf'd drypmHIf'r avalanchf's with accompanying windblast.
The josephine Lake avalanche (Table 1) occurred
on an open, unconfined slope. i.e., it did not travel
down a deeply incised gully in the center of the
avalanche path. The lack of confinement in a central gully may allow energy to dissipate along an
avalanche's lateral margin. leading to an increase
in friction and a shorlf'r travel distance. Although
volume information was not available for this avalanche, it possessed sufficient strength to demolish a boat-storage shed at the base of the path.
possibly a result of the associated windblast (Hung/)" Horse ,:Velr5 28 February 1975).
The other case of avalanching without excessive traveL at Kintla Lake Crable 1). did OCCLlr on
a path "with the requisite tf'rrain conditions for excessive travel; a steeply plunging and deeply incised central gully with low herbaceous vegetation

in the inner zone. However, the low-angle runout
zone was limited in extent. and the avalanche entered a mature eoniferous forest near the head of
that zone (Anonymous 1946). Entry into the forf'st, causing increased friction during now plus uprooting and destruclion of the trees, dissipated the
energy that might othen\'isc have propelled the avalanche farther into tIlt' rLlnout zone.

Discussion
The number of avalanches examined in this study
is 1o-w. mainly beeause of the limited number of
on-site observations of starting elevation. However,
tree-ring data reveal that far-traveled avalanches
also reached the longitudinal peripheries of the
Coat Lick path in the winters of 1971-72,

1964-65,1962-63,1956-57,1949-50,1944-45.
1936-37. 1934-35, and 1924-25 (Butler and
Mal"llison 1985a); and that avalanehf's reached the
ouler edges of the Shf'd Seven mnout zone in the

winters of 1975-76. 1973-74. 1971-72, and
1968-69. Frauson (1979) also described another
snow avalanche "with excessiye travel distance at
the Ml. Henkel path, also occurring in 1979; unfortunately. no data "\-"ere available concerning
starting elevation. These additional examples reveal that snow avalanches frequently have traveled
long distances in Glacier Park.
Rainfall associated with a rise in temperature
is the most common climatic trigger of snow
avalanches in CNP. and wet-snow avalanches are
the most common type (BuLler 1986a). Historical
data corroborate that most cases of e.xcessive travel
at the Goat Lick and Shed Seven paths were weLsnow avalanches (see Butler 19B6b, for details).
Given the results of this and other studies. a
general model of avalanche movement and energy
is desirable. We propose some directions for 1iuch
a task that can be easily applied by land-usc planners without intensive labor requirements associatf'd with on-site monitoring. In Fig-ure L we
show the longitudinal profile of a typical avalanche
path, with several key locations noted. The path
is divided into three portions: the part 32° and
steeper (Izumi 1988) (HI and L1): the part below that point but abovf' thf' point defined by an
average 32 ° slope (H2 and L2); and the runout
zone (H3 and L3). We can rder to these as the
fall zone. the friction zone. and the runout zone.
Ttlf' motion of an avalanche will be generated during the fall on the slope steeper than 32°; this
Excessive Travel by Snow Avalanches
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energy will mostly be dissipated in the friction zone:
and the extent to which it is not rully dissipated
in the friction zone ,vill be expressed in the length
or the runout zone. Thus t'xcessivc distance is. as
expressf'd by McClung and Lied (1984, 1987) and
Mears (1989), a runction of the ratio of the lengtlu;
of two portions or the path. We suggest, howf'ver,
that it is the upper two sections of the path that
are important in determining the excessiye distancf'
traveled (that distance which exceeds the calculated vahw ror an average slope of 32°). The excessive distance is, then, a direct function of HI,
and an indirect function of H2. Also. the coefficients of the function(s) may difrer for the portions
of the slope above and below H2. The exact function need not be specified here because, as notcd
in most studies. othf'r factors must also be takf'n
into account.
Glenne (1986) summarized many of these factors relative to a smooth longitudinal surface: they
include weather and sno'wpack. melting. and the
changes in mass of the avalanche along the path
(the friction of moving snow is also a function of
its mass and volume). We have emphasized the importance of local terrain amI vegetation. 'Ve note
that the transverse topography and vegctation of
a path may affect the friction, because of changf's
in the area of smiace contact relat ive to the mass
and volume of the avalanche. Variation in the longitudinal topography and vegetation, beyond the
effects of a large stand or trees at the bottom of
a slide, must also be considered. For example, our
Shed 7 path. and many others in Glacier Park, tllf'
Rocky Mountains in general, and in Europe, pass
over a sno'wshed (gallery) ,\'hieh will cause a fastmoving flow to become airborne for at least a short
distance. Abrupt profile interruptions to a gencrally concave "hockey-slick" profile could also cause
snow acceleration or deceleration. depending on
the shape (convex or concave) and steepness of the
interruptions.

Conclusions
Our data reveal that many wet-snow avalanches can
travel excessive distances with low equivalent
cOf'fficicnts of friction. Our data do not preclude
the possibilities that slab and dry-snow avalanches
may also travel excessive distances, as described
by Izumi (l9BB) and Yamada (1989) for Japanese
avalanches; however, our limited historical sampI!" reveals no such cases. In the northern Hocky
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Mountains, excessive travel distances develop
where large-volume avalanches are released on
"hockey-stick profile" paths which are deeply incised. A flume-like terrain works in concert with
low-stature, flexible vegetation of the inner zone
to provide minimal frictional resistance to the passage of the snow; and movement continues into low-angle runout zones where vegetation is limited in
areal extent and height. Where avalanches do not
travel in confmed paths, and/or where they encounter mature forest in the runollt zone, excessive
travel is unlikely.
These findings have several geomorphic implications. Effective scourin§!," of the below-snow surface will be limited to the transverse (Butler and
Malanson 1985a, Butler 1989a) and distal margins or avalanche paths. Inner zones of steeply
plunging avalanche paths subject primarily to wetsno\v avalanches are not likely to experience significant avalanche erosion. As pointed out elsewhere (Butler and Malanson 19(0), these
flume-like snow-avalanche paths seem to be relict
landforms.
In the outer margins of avalanche runout zones,
rorest may be entered and tree!; uprooted (Butler
and rVlalanson 1990). Deposition of dense wetsnow avalanches can also block ereeb and rivers,
producing temporary dams which ultimately rail
and release jokulhlaup-like outburst floods of surprisingly high peak discharges (Butler 1989h).
Land-use planners can utilize the information
presented in this paper to identify particularly dangCHlUS sites. Excessive travel likelihood can }w
quiekly calculated by determining the equivalent
coefficient of fri(;lion using Jl = H/L. The necessary data for such calculations are quickly and easily extracted from topographic maps and maps of
avalanche path location (Butler and Walsh 1990),
in concert with descriptions or past avalanches.
Even if historical data arc absent. runout zones and
slopes opposite avalanche paths that are most likely
to be impacted by excessive travel can be identified on the basis of path topography; ·'hoekey-stick
profile" paths (easily discernible from topographic
map1:i) with deeply incised cf'ntral gullies (also easily
identified on maps) present the greatest danger.
Limiting development on, immediately across from.
and downvalley from such paths seems the most
prudent course for planners seeking to apply nul'
observations.
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